A snapshot of assessment methods and examples
There are a number of ways of classifying assessment methods. This snapshot provides
brief descriptions and examples of assessment methods categorized along two aspects –
target and purpose of assessment practice. Each methods have their own limitations and biases,
and no method can be counted on to be completely error free in measuring student learning.
Choosing the best combination of methodologies that can be implemented using the available
resources is highly recommended.
Types of assessment based on target
Definition

Advantages

Examples of
assessment
methods

Direct Measures

Indirect Measures

Highlight: Assess students’ competence

Highlight: Assess perceived learning

Direct evidence of student learning or
attainment relies upon direct scrutiny or
examination of student performance.

Indirect evidence of student achievement
requires that faculty infer actual student
abilities, knowledge, and values.

• Require students to demonstrate
knowledge
• Provide data that directly measure
achievement of expected outcomes

• Provide clues about what could be
assessed directly
• Easy to administer particularly useful
for ascertaining values and beliefs

• Tests, Exams
• Project
• Laboratory notebook
• Activity logs
• Report
• Presentations
• Interviews (including videotaped)
• Documented observation and analysis
of student behavior/performance
• Portfolios artifacts (these artifacts
could be designed for introductory,
working, or professional portfolios)
• Classroom Assignments
• Exhibitions
• Capstone Experiences (Research
papers, Theses, presentations,
Oral Defenses, exhibition, or
performances)
• Student publications
• Student conference presentations
• Externally reviewed Internship or
practicum
• Employer ratings of employee skills
• Licensure/ certification exams
(scores and pass rates)

• Survey/interview (Students, alumni,
employers) ie.,
- Student ratings of their knowledge,
skills and reflections
- Student focus groups, or interviews
- Course evaluations
- Alumni / employer surveys or
interviews
• Other
- Student performance in
subsequent courses
- Student enrollment
- Graduation rates
- Job placement rates
- Student rates progressing to
advanced degrees
- Honors, awards, scholarships,
and other forms of public
recognition earned by students
and alumni
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Types of assessment based on purpose
Purpose

Examples of
assessment
methods

1

2

Diagnostic assessment

Formative assessment

Summative assessment

Keyword: Pre-assess

Keyword: Monitor,
improve

Keyword: Evaluate, audit

Pre-assess student’s
strengths, weaknesses,
knowledge, and skills
before an instruction to
determine the readiness
level of students and to
inform instruction.

Monitor student learning
to provide ongoing
feedback that can be
used by instructors to
improve their teaching
and by students to
improve their learning.1

Evaluate student learning
at the end of an instruction
by comparing it against
some standard or
benchmark.

• Strategic questioning
(Why? How?)
• Think-Pair-Share
• Three-way Summaries
• Classroom polls
• Exit/Admit tickets
• One-minute papers
• Four corners
• Response cards
• One question quiz
• Socratic seminar
• Three-two-one
(Learned, want to
know more, and
questions)
• Misconception check
• Analogy prompt
• Metacognition Table
• Twitter Board
• Demonstration Stations
• Learning Logs
• Matching Activities
• Paper Pass
• Reflective journal

• Exam/ Test2
• Oral presentations
• Graded projects
• Capstone project
• Paper
• Portfolio
• Research project
• Demonstration

• Anticipation guide
• Gap closing
• Graffiti Wall
• Interview
• KWL (What do I
Know, What do I
Want to know,
what have I
already learned)
• Learning needs survey
• Mind map
• Performance task
• Placement graphic
organizer
• Pre-class assignment
• Quiz/Test
• Standardized Scale
testing
• Word splash

See Moss C. M. and Brookhart S.M. (2009) as a guide for classroom-level practices of formative assessment that affect
student learning and achievement
Note: Students' results on a particular test might be used for either a summative or a formative purpose! It is not the
nature of the test that earns the label formative or summative but the use to which that test's results will be put. If the
purpose of Test X is to provide teachers and students with the evidence they need to make any warranted adjustments,
then Test X is playing a role in the formative assessment process. (Popham W. J., 2008).
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Examples of formative assessment methods
Metacognition

Student work

Metacognition allows for the students to process what they did in class and why it was done.
At the end of class (or each assignment if on block sched), have students complete a table
similar to the one below. Collect and provide feedback.
What did we do?
How can i apply it?

Why did we do it?

What did I learn? today

What questions do i still have about it?

Exit Slip

Self-reporting strategy

You hand out a short quiz or a few simple questions, and students give them to you as they
leave your class.

Things I Learned Today...

Things I Found Interesting...

Twitter Voting

Question I Still Have...

Technology

Similar to clickers, but much cheaper.
Set up a script that uses twitter to vote
and display a graph of results of
student’ feedback.
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Examples of formative assessment methods
Jigsaw Groups

Peer assessment

Groups work on different section of a text and become experts on that section. Then restructure
the groups so each new group has a member that read a different section of the text. Each expert
will share their work with the rest of the students.

Home Group

Expert Group 1

Expert Group 2

Expert Group 4
Expert Group 3
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